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The purpose of this study is to analyze the factors affecting the profit of Islamic banks in Indonesia. The data used is 
monhtly data of 2010:01-2015:03. Data collected from  Indonesia Financial Services Authority and  Bank Indonesia. 
Islamic bank profitability is measured by return on equity (ROE) and  return on asset (ROA) as a function of bank 
specific determinants. The methods of analysis used are Cointegration and Error Correction Models. The empirical 
results show that  operational efficiency,  inflation  and bank size have a negative  and statistically significant effect  
in determining  return on equity, while financing to deposits ratio has a positive and statistically significant effect  
on it in the long-run.  In the short-run, only operational efficiency  and financing to deposits ratio have a significant  
effect on return on equity. Return on asset is influenced  negatively  by operasional efficiency in the short and long 
run and it influenced  positively by financing to deposit ratio  in the short run. 
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1.  Introduction 
 
     The existance of Islamic banking in Indonesia is relatively new compared with conventional banking. If the 
conventional banks in Indonesia has existed since before independence, a new Islamic bank was first established in 
1992, Bank Muamalat Indonesia. Number of Islamic banking is not increased until the economic crisis hit Indonesia 
in 1997-1998. Although in 2002, Bank Indonesia has launched the "Blueprint for Development of Indonesian 
Islamic Banking", but until 2007, the number of Islamic banks grew only 2 banks, namely Bank Mandiri Syariah 
and Bank Syariah Mega Indonesia. The development of Islamic banking occur especially after the Government  
issued the Law No. 21 of 2008 concerning Islamic Banking on July 16, 2008. With the publication of this law, 
development of Islamic banking has had a clear legal basis. Number of Islamic banks increased from 3 banks in 
2007 to 12 banks in 2015. 
     In line with the growing amount of Islamic banks (and also Islamic business units and BPRS), the Islamic 
banking market share increased from 1.6 percent in 2006 and 3.3 percent in 2011, and to 4.75 percent in 2014 of the    
banking assets. Viewed from the side of Islamic banking market share nationally, there are still many countries that 
its market share over Indonesia, namely  Iran and Sudan ( 100%), Saudi Arabia (51.3%), Brunei (41%), Kuwait 
(38%), Yemen (27.4%), Qatar (25.1%), Malaysia (21.9%), UAE, Bangladesh, Bahrain, Jordan, Pakistan, Egypt and 
Turkey in 2014. However, when viewed from the contribution of  market share of  Islamic banks in the world, the 
position of Indonesia is relatively large: in position 9 of the world with a market share of 1.39% in 2014 (Naveed, 
2014). 
     The small contribution of the market share of Islamic banking in Indonesia is reasonable because of the age of 
Islamic banking in Indonesia is still relatively young. In addition, the high level of competition with conventional 
banks in the  also affect the performance of Islamic banking. However, high potential market, in terms of the 
number of Muslim-majority population in Indonesia, became the basis for the  hope that the market share of Islamic 
banking will be increased in the future.  
     The growth of Islamic banking  industry in the last 3 years (2012 to 2014) is higher than conventional banking. 
The contribution of this growth in the future will increase the market share of Islamic banking. One of the things 
that can contribute to the development of Islamic banking industry is islamic banking profit. In relative terms, profit 
of Islamic banking in Indonesia is greater than the profit of Islamic banking in Malaysia and Singapore, seen from 
Return on Equity (ROE) and Return on Assets (ROA) (Hadad, 2014). Therefore, study the factors that affect the 
return of Islamic banking in Indonesia becomes important. 
 
2. Literature Review 
 
     There are two variables that are usually used to analyze the profitability of banks namely  Return on Assets 
(ROA) and Return on Equity (ROE). ROA is a general measure that bank profits are used to analyze and evaluate 
the bank's ability to generate returns from the available sources of funds, whereas ROE reflects the return generated 
on the equity shareholders (Husain, Affandi and Shukur, 2015). Islamic banking profits are influenced by internal 
and external factors. Internal factors affecting profitability of banks include the operational  efficiency,  financing to 
deposits ratio,   non-performing finance and capital adequacy ratio. The external factors may include economic 
conditions as reflected by economic growth, inflation and the exchange rate against foreign currencies. Variable 




     Banks that work efficiently, will lead to a decrease in the average cost. Noting that profit is the difference 
between total revenue and total cost, a decrease in the average cost will have an impact on increasing bank profits. 
In this paper, the operational  efficiency is expressed as a percentage of operating expenses to operating revenue, it 








     Large banks will have the ability to create economies of scale, which will lower the average cost per unit of 
business activities that have a positive impact on profit of Islamic banking. In addition, the bank can carry out large-
scale financing, promotion, financial infrastructure and  it will create a  large profit sharing for Islamic banking, 
which will contribute to the profits of Islamic banking. Research Abduh and Idrees (2013) and Masood and Ashraf 
(2012) supports this.  
 
Capital Adequacy Ratio 
 
     Capital Adequacy Ratio  measure of a bank's capital in relation to risk-weighted assets. Basel II requires a 
minimum CAR of 8 percent.  Basel III set minimum CAR of 10.5 percent. Implementation of Basel III is carried out 
in stages starting January 2013 until full implementation in 2019 (Bank Indonesia, 2012: 4). Determination of CAR 
is intended to protect depositors and ensure the efficiency and stability of the world financial system. A bank's 
compliance in meeting the stipulated CAR will direct banks to be cautious in the disbursement of funds (financing), 
and attempt to minimize the risk of funds channeled and this can reduce non-performing finance (NPF) as well as 




     According to Perry, as quoted by Choudhury (2015), in conditions which inflation can be anticipated, banks can 
adjust the gain with the conditions of inflation so that the bank generated profit is higher. Based on this, anticipated  
inflation has positive impact on Islamic banking profit. Research Choudory (2015) and Abduh and Idrees (2013) 
supports this. Conversely, if inflation can not be anticipated, then it will have a negative impact on bank profits. 
 
Non Performing Finance 
 
Non-performing finance is the financing problems that arise in Islamic banking. The greater the non-performing 
finance the smaller the revenue generated so it will have a negative impact on earnings Islamic banking. 
 
Rupiah Exchange Rate against the US dollar 
 
Volatility  of Rupiah  exchange rate against foreign currencies would have an impact on bank profitability. 
Depreciation of the rupiah against the US dollar will have a negative impact on business activities in the country, 
which in turn will reduce the number of companies that borrow funds at banks. This will reduce the value of bank 
financing so that a negative impact on bank profits. 
 
3. Data and Methodology 
 
3.1. Data and Source of Data 
 
     Although Islamic banking in Indonesia had emerged since 1992, but the availability of data occurred since 2010. 
Therefore, the data in the study began in 2010. Considering the short period of time, if using annual or quarterly, so 
in order to increase the number of observations, this study uses monthly data from January 2010 to April 2015. Data 
return on assets, return on equity, financing to deposits ratio, capital adequacy ratio, non-performing financing and 
assets obtained from Bank Indonesia and the Financial Services Authority. This variable is expressed in percentages 
except assets. Assets expressed in billions of rupiah. Data rate of inflation and the exchange rate against the US 
dollar obtained from Bank Indonesia. Inflation is calculated based on an annual basis and expressed as a percent, 





3.2. Cointegration and Error Correction Models 
 
     The methods of analysis used in this study are the Cointegration and Error Correction Models of Engle and 
Grange (EG model). The procedure for applying this model is done through three stages, namely to test the 
stationary of data, cointegration test and estimation of equation Error Correction Model. 
 
 Stationery Test 
 
     Before performing regression analysis, it is necessary to testthe  stationary of the data. This test needs to be done 
because the regression using non-stationary of data can lead to spurious regression when used variables are not 
cointegrated. Therefore, the test of stationary data or unit root test  becomes important prior to regression estimation 
(Oh, 1992). Besides avoiding spurious regression emerged, stationary test  of data is also aimed at getting the 
variables corresponding to the application of Cointegration and Error Correction Models. Order data corresponding 
to the application of the model is I (1). Only variables that belong to I (1) to be used in the regression model. The 
unit root test will be done by using the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test. The  test considers number of lags, 
intercept/constan and trend.  
 
Cointegration Equation and Test 
 
     Cointegration test is done by using the Dickey-Fuller test of residual of non-stationary variables of equation 
cointegration. Estimation model of Cointegration equation used in this study is: 
 
Profitability (ROAt dan/atau ROEt) = b0 + b1 BOPOt + b2 CARt + b3 FDRt + b4 NPFt + b5  log ASSETt  + b6  INFTt  
+ b7 log ERt + et   
                                                                                                                               (1)  
where: 
ROA = Return on Assets 
ROE = Return on Equity 
BOPO = Operational Efficiency 
Cart = Capital Adequacy Ratio 
FDR = Financing to Deposits Ratio 
NPF = Non Performing Finance 
Asset  = the size of the bank in the form of asset values 
INFT  = monthly inflation 
ER = exchange rate of the Rupiah against the US dollar 
log = logarihtm   
b0 = intercept 
b1, ...., b7 = regression coefficients 
e = error term. 
 
     Cointegration test carried out based on the estimation of equation (1). The value of ADF / DF-Stat will be 
compared with its  critical value with a certain level of significance. Critical value of DF/ADF are based Peterson 
(2000), Table 8.11 page 348 for  the case of  constant, no trend and Blangiewicz and Charemza (1990) for T = 50. 
Critical values in Blangiewicz and Charemza (1990) are available only for 5 percent and 10 percent.    If the value of 
the ADF / DF Statistic is  greater than its  critical value, then the variables in the equation (1) are  cointegrated and  
estimation of  this equation  serves as a long-run equation of Islamic banking profitability. 
 
Equation of Error Correction Model  
 
If the non-stationary variables proved cointegrated based cointegration test, then the equation error correction model 
can be established. This study used parsimonious error correction model because of the relatively small number of 
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observations (63 observations). The model used is: 
 
Profitability (∆ROAt dan/atau ∆ROEt) = b0 + b1 ∆BOPOt + b2 ∆CARt + b3 ∆FDRt + b4 ∆NPFt + b5  ∆log ASSETt  
 + b6  ∆INFTt + b7 ∆log ERt + b8 ECTt-1 +  et                                                                                                           (2)  
 
where Δ is the change of variables and ECT is Error Correction Term, ie, the residuals of the cointegration equation. 
This model is said to be valid if the coefficient ECTt-1 has a negative value and statistically significant at the certain 
level. 
 
4. The Result of the Study 
 
     Table 1 shows the results of the stationary test. This test using a significance level of alpha 5 percent , lag length 
determined based on a software program that is used. The result shows that the CARt has been stationary on the 
level, which means the order of  variabel is  I (0).  ROAt , ROEt , BOPOt,  FDRt , log ASSETt, INFt are stationery at 
first difference, which means these variables are  order I (1).  NPFt is  stationery at second difference. Based on 
these test results, the variables used in this study are ROAt , ROEt ,BOPOt,  FDRt , log Assett,  INFt and logERt.  
 
Table 1. Stationary Test of Variable 
No  Variables                                Level                                                 First Difference                         Orde 
                             No of Lag     ADF t-Stat        Prob.         No.of lag      ADF t-Stat         Prob.           
1     ROAt                  0              -2.602205       0.0971               1             -8.296624          0.0000            I(1)  
2     ROEt                  0             - 2.522841       0.3165               0             -9.071172          0.0000            I(1) 
3     BOPOt                1             -0.559813       0.8714                0            -11.72977          0.0000             I(1)        
4     CARt                  0              -3.847932       0.0041                                                                               I(0) 
5     FDRt                  0              -2.641219       0.0903                0            -8.495953          0.0000            I(1) 
6     NPFt                  0              -1.834968       0.3602                0            -2.118859          0.2382            I(2)        
7     INFt                   1              -2.654781       0.0878                1            -5.997680          0.0000            I(1) 
8     log ERt              0              -2.280744       0.4378                0            -7.255913          0.0000            I(1) 
9     log Assets         3              -0.703530       0.9680                2            -3.746281          0.0263            I(1)  
 
     Table 2 describes the test results and the estimation of cointegration equation for profitability. Cointegration tests 
carried out by the method of Dicky Fuller (DF) by considering constant. Critical value used here is the critical value 
of Peterson (2000), for observation of 50. The test results showed that the variables used in the regression are 
cointegrated at 1 percent level, except for the variables of the estimation equation (2) are cointegrated at  5 percent 
level. 
.  
Table 2  Estimation of Cointegration Equations  
Variables                                                                   Dependent Variable   
                                  ROEt                                               ROEt                                                                      ROAt                            ROAt 
Constant                 -56.78652                        100.1345                                       11.06146                      6.500105    
                              (-1.218072)                      (8.503828)*                                  (2.126447)**               (5.396323)* 
BOPOt                    -0.779914                        -0.555019                                     -0.053124                    -0.059661 
                              (-8.509731)*                    (-7.886907)*                                (-5.194869)*               (-8.287786)* 
FDRt                         0.296844                         0.355646                                      0.005793                     0.004084 
                                (2.717951)*                     (3.026990)*                                 (0.475372)                   (0.339784) 
log ASSETt             -9.480289                        -0.548943                                      0.093881                    -0.014046 
                               (-6.143367)*                   (-4.774998)*                                  (0.545224)                 (-0.113680) 
INFt                         -0.993599                        -5.767381                                     -0.026347                    -0.039272 
                               (-3.524547)*                   (-2.008882)**                               (-0.837591)                 (-1.404933) 
logERt                       24.72287                                                                              -0.718641   
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                                 (3.460313)*                                                                         (-0.901452) 
R
2
                             0.832262                           0.797634                                      0.681241                     0.676775 
Adjusted R
2                    
0.817802                           0.783914                                      0.653761                      0.654861 
F-Stat                       57.55556*                         58.13764*                                    24.79109*                   30.88379* 
DW                         1.293286                            0.862033                                      1.265384                     1.294453           
DF-Stat
                           
-5.393783                           -4.116864                                     -5.334243                   -5.407423 
Critical  Value 
a
      (-5.290)*                            (-3.884)***                                   (-5.290)*                    (-3.884)*  
Critical Value
b
        (-4.24)**                            (-3.95)**                                       (-4.24)**                    (-3.95)** 
Note:
 
Critical value of  cointegration tests are based on 
a
 Petterson (2000) and 
 b
Blangiewicz and Charemza (1990). 
The sign of  *, ** and ***  represent significant at the 1%,  5% and 10%  level respectively. 
         
     The estimation of equation at Table 2 becomes estimation of long-run analysis of islamic banking profitability in 
Indonesia. There are 4 regression equations estimation profitability on the table 2, with 2 dependent variables 
namely   the Return on Equity (ROEt) and Return on Assets (ROAt). Two of these equations using the full model of 
equation 1, using 6 variables. However, since  both of these  estimations have the problem of linearity between 
logASSETt and logERt (r = 0.822133), which have an impact on changes in the value of coefficient and significance 
level of  logERt on estimating equations (1) and (3) in Table 2, therefore, the estimation equation without using the 
Rupiah against the US dollar (logERt) raised. Nevertheless, estimation model considering the independent variable 
of the rupiah against the US dollar maintained because it can increase the value of R
2
 and DW-Stat so it becomes 
qualified model to use Cointegration and error correction models. Wald test also showed that this variable need to be 
retained in the model. 
      Long-run equation estimation results in Table 2 for all four equations consistently shown that the efficiency of 
Islamic banking (BOPOt) have a significant effect on  Islamic banking profitability at 1 percent level. The higher the 
efficiency of banking (which is shown by the lower ratio of operating expenses to operating revenue) the higher the 
Islamic banking profitability (ROAt and ROEt). The efficiency of Islamic banking is the only independent variable 
able to explain the changes  ROAt in the long-run. 
      Financing to Deposits Ratio (FDRt) has  a significant positive effect on ROEt of Islamic bank in the long run. 
Islamic banking assets (logASSETt) has a significant negative effect on  ROEt Islamic bank in the long run. In the 
observation period, ROEt ratio tends to decline, particularly in the period 2014-2015, while the Islamic banking 
assets have an ascending trend. Inflation (INFTt) has  a significant negative effect on ROEt of Islamic banking in the 
long run and this is as expected.     
    The rupiah exchange rate against the US dollar (logERt)  has a positive and significant impact on ROEt of  Islamic 
banking and these results are not as expected. The rupiah exchange rate against the US dollar is likely to weaken in 
the observation period, the exchange rate of  Rp. 9,365 / USD in January 2010 to Rp. 12 937/USD in April 2015. 
This positive effect appears due to problem  collinearity  between logASSETt and logERt,  thus changing the sign of 
the coefficient logERt to be positive, which should be negative 
 
Table  3 The Output of Error Correction Model 
 Variables                                                                Dependent Variables 
                                         ∆ROEt                          ∆ROEt                        ∆ROAt                          ∆ROAt                                               
Constant                        -0.455959                     -0.391197                   -0.079686                     -0.077934 
                                     (-1.118697)                   (-0.940113)               (-1.699104)***             (-1.631269) 
∆BOPOt                         -0.476925                     -0.409838                  -0.053429                      -0.049815   
                                     (-4.962532)*                  (-4.257776)*            (-4.781596)*                 (-4.360678)* 
∆FDRt                            0.381483                       0.386597                    0.026746                       0.029389               
                                      (2.685234)*                    (2.619785)**            (1.632524)                    (1.741394)*** 
∆logASSETt                   11.40096                       10.11666                    2.896199                       3.274806 
                                       (0.926575)                    (0.790573)                (2.018735)**                 (2.222983)** 
∆INFt                                             -0.579790                      -0.437823                 -0.025322                      -0.015722 
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                                      (-1.332163)                   (-0.987582)              (-0.507756)                    (-0.311883) 
∆logERt                           11.31723                                                        2.121597               
                                       (0.802821)                                                     (1.271124) 
ECTt-1                                            -0.514289                     -0.390911                 -0.675986                       -0.574669 
                                      (-4.324478)*                 (-3.556485)*            (-5.187279)*                 (-4.542119)* 
R2                                   0.418698                       0.364086                  0.458026                        0.410768 
R2 Adjusted                    0.356416                       0.308304                  0.399958                       0.359081 
F-Stat                              6.722580*                     6.526941*                7.887672*                     7.947206*     
DW                                 1.916072                       1.972524                  1.855926                       1.837505  
Note: The sign of  *, ** and ***  represent significant at the 1%,  5% and 10%  level respectively. 
      
     Error Correction Model estimation results are presented in Table 3. Table 3 shows that the error correction model 
coefficient is negative and statistically significant at the 1 percent level. Based on this, it can be said that estimates 
an error correction model of Engle-Granger produced valid, and the model estimates in Table 3 serves as a short-run 
estimates of the analysis of the profitability of Islamic banks. This study shows that the efficiency of Islamic 
banking (BOPOt) has  a significant negative effect on the profitability of Islamic banking (ROEt and ROAt), and     
these results are consistent in all estimation models in Table 3. Three of the four estimation models in Table 3,  
indicate that the Financing to Deposits Ratio (FDRt) has a positive and significant impact on the profitability of 




      This paper has analyzed the factors affecting the profitability of Islamic banking  using Cointegration and Error 
Correction Models, follow the procedure of Engle and Granger. The dependent variable used is the return on equity 
(ROE) and return on asset (ROA), while the independent variables used are banking efficiency (BOPO), financing 
to deposits ratio (FDR), capital adequacy ratio (CAR), non-performing finance (NPF), assets, inflation and the 
rupiah  exchange rate against the US dollar. Stationary test results showed that all variables used are stationary in the 
first difference or have order  I (1), except for non-performing finance and capital adequacy ratio. Estimation 
equation of cointegration and error correction models only use the variables that belong to I (1). 
       Cointegration test results showed that the variables used in the estimation equation have the zero-order 
cointegrated, which means there is a long-run relationship between the dependent variable and independent 
variables. The estimation results of equation error correction model shows that the coefficient ECT t-1 is negative and 
statistically significant at the 1 percent level, which means the estimation of error correction model is valid. From 
the estimation equation of  cointegratiion and error correction models show that important variables that affect the 
profitability of Islamic banking in the short and long run is banking efficiency. Increasing the efficiency of Islamic 
banking will contribute positively to the profitability of Islamic banking. In addition, the increase in Islamic finance 
also contributed positively to the profitability of Islamic banking. Islamic banking assets negatively affect the return 
on equity in the long run, and a positive effect on return on assets in the short run. Macroeconomic variables, such as 
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